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In this paper we describe the quadratic forms over any field k which admit a 
similarity with a given separable characteristic polynomialf(X) as the transfer of 
some binary quadratic form associated to the polynomial f(X). Using this 
description we show that the discriminant of the quadratic form is the discriminant 
of this polynomial. 
1. 1NTRoDucT10~ 
Let k be a field and f(X) E k[X] a manic separable polynomial over K 
with roots a I ,..., a, in some algebraic closure of k. Let K = k(a ,,..., a,) be 
the splitting field of f(X) and G the Galois group of K/k. Since 
G c S, = group of n-permutations, we may consider the subgroup 
H = G n A,, where A, is the subgroup of S, of even permutations. Then 
[G : H] < 2 and the fixed field L = KH of H defines a separable extension 
L/k of degree [L : k] < 2. We shall call this extension L/k the discriminant 
off(X). If 2 # 0 then L = k(a(f)) = k(\/D(f)), where a(f) = I-J,, j (ai - aj) 
and Ddf) = a(f)’ E k, which is the usual discriminant off(X). If 2 = 0 then 
we see from [4] that L = k(a(f)), where 
In this case we have for a(f) the separable equation a(f)’ + a(f) = 
D(f) E k, where 
The element D(f) is called in [4] the discriminant of f(X). If 2 = 0 we 
consider the subgroup p(k) = {a’ + a 1 a E k} of k. We define d(k) to be 
k*/k*2 if 2 # 0 and k/p(k) if 2 = 0. Thus after the above definition, the 
discriminant off(X) is the class of D(f), too 
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(1.1) PROPOSITION. Let f(X), g(X) E k[X] be manic separable 
polynomials without common factor. If 2 # 0, then D(fg) = D(f) D(g) in 
A(k) and if 2 = 0, then D(fg) = D(f) + D(g) in A(k). 
Proof: The first assertion (2 # 0) follows from the well-known relation 
D(fg) = W) DC g) R (.L d’, where R(f, g) is the resultant off and g. We 
now assume 2 = 0. Set f(X) = (X- aI) +.a (X- a,), g(X) = (X-p,) ... 
(X-/?,,J, so that 
ak) = Zj * + ,Ts fi + gb $9 
I J I s 
where GI, /3 run over all roots of f(X) and g(X). Hence a(fg) = a(f) + 
4s) + IA where Y = C,,. a/(a + ,B). We now prove y E k, from which 
immediately follows D(fg) = D(f) + D(g) in A(k). Let K, E be the splitting 
field of f(X) and g(X), so that KE is the splitting field off(X) g(X). Hence 
G(KE/k) c G(K/k) x G(E/k) and for any B E G(KE/k) we get 
i.e., y E k. 
Notice that with R(f, g) = C,,. a/(a + /3) E k we get the relation Ddfs) = 
D(f) + D(g) + R(f, g)2 + R(f, g), which is the counterpart of the relation 
D(fg) = Ddf)D(g)RU g) 2 in the case 2 # 0. Because of this analogy one 
could consider the element R(f, g) = Ca,n a/(a +/I) as a sort of additive 
resultant off and g if 2 = 0. 
Now we introduce quadratic forms (see [3] for details). Let (V, q) be a 
nonsingular quadratic form over k of dimension n. A similarity of (V, q) is a 
linear isomorphism c : V 5 V such that q(a(x)) = Iq(x) for all x E V, where 
1 E k* is a fixed element, called the norm of u. We denote by O(V) the group 
of similarities of norm 1, i.e., the orthogonal group. For every similarity u 
with norm A we have det(u)2 = A”. If n = 2m, then det(u) = *A”, and in the 
case 2 # 0 we shall call u proper, if det(u) = A”‘. We also shall use the 
following notation. The one dimensional symmetric bilinear space I’= ke 
with b(e, e) = a E k* will be denoted by (a) and an orthogonal sum 
(a,) 1 ... 1 (a,) by (a, ,..., a,,). If 2 # 0 then every quadratic space (V, q) 
has the form (V, q) = (a, ,..., a,). The two dimensional quadratic space 
V= ke 0 kf with q(e) = 1, q(f) = a, b,(e, f) = 1 will be denoted by [ 1, a], 
and this form is nonsingular iff 1 - 4a E k* (we always shall assume that all 
forms considered are nonsingular). For any c E k* and any quadratic space 
(V, q) let (c)V (or (c)q) be the quadratic form on I’, defined by cq(x) for all 
x E V. If 2 = 0 then every quadratic form (V, q) has the form (V, q) = 
(a,>[L b,] 1 a.. 1 (a,) [ 1, b,] (n = 2m) with a, E k*, bi E k. With the 
above notations we define the discriminant of (V, q) as the class A(V) of 
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(n(n-IM2) C-1) a1 ... a,, in d(k) if 2 # 0 and (V, q) = (a,,..., a,), and as the 
class d(V) of b, + ... +6, ind(k)if2=Oand (V,q)=(a,)[l,b,]l..._L 
(a,,,)[ 1, b,]. This latter invariant is usually called the Arf invariant of (V, q) 
[ 2, 31. For two quadratic spaces (VI, ql), (V2, q2) over k we shall write 
(V, , ql) - (V,, q2) if they differ by orthogonal summands of the type 
Il,O] 1 ..* 1 [ 1, 0] (= hyperbolic space). 
The aim of this paper is to compare the discriminant of a quadratic space 
with the discriminant of the characteristic polynomial of certain similarities 
of the quadratic space. Our result is 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over the field k. Let 
o E C(V) be a similarity whose characteristic polynomial P,(X) is separable 
over k. If 2 # 0 we assume n = 2m and o to be proper. Then in A(k) we have 
A(V) = W,(X)). 
(1.3) Note. If 2 # 0 and ~7 E O(V) is a proper automorphism of (V, q) 
then (1.2) is a result of Edwards 151. I would like to thank D. Shapiro for 
several helpful suggestions. 
2. DISCRIMINANTS OF K~YMMETRIC POLYNOMIALS 
Let f(X) E k[X] b e a manic polynomial of degree 2m over k. Let 1 E k* 
be fixed. We set f*(X) = KmXzmf(~X-‘) E k[X]. Then f(X) is called A- 
symmetric iff(X) = f*(X). Examples of such polynomials are obtained from 
the following result [7]. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let u E E(V) be a similarity of (V, q) with norm 
1 E k”. Let P,(X) be the characteristic polynomial of O. If 2 # 0 we assume 
dim V = 2m and u to be proper. Then P,(X) is k-symmetric. 
ProoJ Let S be the matrix of 0 with respect to a given basis of V. Let A 
be the matrix of the associated bilinear form to q with respect to the same 
basis. Then we have US = U and A E GL(n, k). Hence S’= ,U -IS-‘A 
and therefore 
P,(X) = det(X - S) = det(X - S’) 
=det(X-MP’SP’A) 
= det(-X.!-‘(M-l -S)) 
= (-X)” det S-’ det(AX-’ - S) 
= FX2mP0(u-‘) 
since n = 2m and det S = A”‘. Hence P,(X) is Il-symmetric. 
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Let us now consider a A-symmetric polynomialf(X) E k[X] of degree 2m, 
which is separable and irreducible. Let K be the field k[a] = k[X]/(f(X)) 
with f(o) = 0. Since f(X) is A-symmetric we have f(Aa-‘) = 0, and hence we 
have an involution -: K -+ K over k with 8 = la-‘, whose fixed field is L = 
k(a + Au-‘). Hence K = L(u) is a quadratic separable extension of L with 
equation u* - (u + la-‘)u + 1= 0. The norm map n: K -+ L defines a 
quadratic form (K, n) over L with (K, n) g [ 1, A/(u + Au-‘)‘]. For a 
nontrivial k-linear map s: L -+ k we can consider the transfer of (K, n) by s, 
that is, the nonsingular quadratic space s,(K, n) = (K, s o n) over k (see 
[35 5 I>* 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. With the above notations 
4&(K n>> = D(f(-V> 
in A(k). 
For the proof of (2.2) we need 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let K/k be a finite separable extension of Jelds. Let 
(V, q) be an even dimensional quadratic space over K. Denote by N: K -+ k 
the norm map and by S : K + k the trace map of K/k. Then for any 
nontrivial k-linear map s : K + k we have in A(k) 
0) 4dK 4)) = W(V)) if 220 
69 4dK 4)) = W(V)) if 2=0, 
where N(A(V)) is the class of N(a) in A(k) for a representant a of A(V) in 
K* if2 # 0 and S(A(V)) in the class of S(a) in A(k) for a representant a of 
A(V) in K if2=0. 
Proof of (2.2). Since f(X) is separable and A-symmetric of degree 2m we 
have 
f(X)=(X-a,) ... (X-u,)(X-lo;‘) *** (X-Au,‘). (2.4) 
We first assume 2 # 0. Then A(K, n) is the class of 1 - 4A/(u + Au-‘)* in 
A(k) and from (2.3) we get 
A(s,(K, n)) = N( 1 - 4/(u + Au- I)‘) 
= ,n ((ai + Aa; ‘)’ - 4n) in A(k). 
On the other hand, using the formula Dcfi f2) = D(fi) D(fz) R(f,, fJ* and 
the fact D(X’ - (u,Au;‘)X + A) = (ui + Au; ‘)” - 4A, we get from 
F(X) = ny= I (X2 - (ui + Au; ‘)x + A) (see [4, Theorem 2]), D(f(X)) = 
nr=l ((Ui +lLCl;')2-4~) in A(k), i.e., A(s,(K, n)) = D(f(X)). Let us now 
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assume 2 = 0. Then (K, n) = [ 1, A/a’ + A%-*] and d(K, n) = I/a* + 1’0~* in 
d(k). From (2.3) follows d(s,(K, n)) = Cy=“=, A/u: + A*u,:*. From (2.4) we 
get 
which easily reduces to 
adf)=st c ui 
p, ui + Au; l’ 
where E = 0 or 1. Hence D(f(X)) = u(f)’ + u(f) = Cr! I k/(u: t A%;*) = 
d(s,(K, n)) in d(k). 
We now prove (2.3). To this end we need the following notations [3]. We 
denote by W(K) the Witt-ring of nonsingular symmetric bilinear forms over 
the field K and by W,(K) the W(K)-module of nonsingular quadratic forms 
over K (if 2 # 0 then W(K) and W,(K) can be identified). Let IK c W(K) be 
the ideal of all even dimensional bilinear forms and W,(K), be the W(K)- 
submodule of all even dimensional quadratic forms of W,(K) (if 2 # 0 then 
I, = W,(K), and if 2 = 0, then W,(K), = W,(K)). Then we have 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let K/k be a finite separable extension and s : K + k be a 
k-linear form # 0. Then the transfer map s* : W,(K)+ W,(k) has the 
property s* II, Wq(K)oI g I, W,(kh. 
Proof: If 2 # 0 this is a consequence of Chap. 7, Theorems (1.6), (1.7) of 
[6]. Let us assume 2 = 0. Let S : K -+ k be the trace map, and since 
s*(a) = S&z) for all a E K* with a fixed /3 E K*, we may assume s = S. 
Following [ 1 ] we have an isomorphism ek: W,(K) r H’(K, W) for every 
field K of characteristic 2, where H’(K, IV) is the Galois cohomology group 
ff’(GF,/K), WV,)) and K, is a separable closure of K. Now Theorem 9 in 
[ l] asserts that the diagram 
W,(K) --% W,(k) 
is commutative. On the other hand ek: I,, W,(K) r H’(K, Z) and 
ek : I, W,(k) 2 H’(k, 1) [ 1, Sect. 41 and since corKlk : H’(K, I) -+ H’(k, I), we 
conclude from the above diagram that 
S, : ZK W,(K) + I, W,(k). 
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Remark. Lemma (2.5) is true for any finite extension K/k, but since the 
proof of it in the case 2 = 0 would be rather long, we have preferred to 
consider only the separable case. 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let K/k be a finite separable extension and s : K + k 
be a k-linear map # 0. Let (V, q) be a nonsingular quadratic form over K of 
even dimension. Then for any a E K* we have d(s,((a)V)) = d(s,( V)), and 
therefore d(s,( V)) E d(k) is indepedent of s. 
ProojI The relation (a)Vw VI (a, -l)V implies s*((a)V) = 
s*(V) + ~*((a, -1)V). Since (see (2.5)) ~*((a, -l)V) E I, W,(k), and 
A@, W,(k),,) = 0 [3, Chap. VI, we conclude d(s,((a)V)) = d(s*(V)). The 
last assertion follows from the fact that any other k-linear form t : K --) k, 
t # 0 is of the form t(x) = s(ax), x E K, for some a E K* fixed. 
Proof of (2.3). Decomposing (V, q) as an orthogonal sum of binary 
spaces over K and using (2.6) we are led to prove the lemma in the case 
(V,4)= [l,al f or some a E k. Now considering the field extensions 
k c k(a) c K one easily reduces the problem to the case K = k(a). If 2 # 0 
then V= [l,a] = (l,/?) with /I = 4a - 1 and K = k(jI). Using the basis 
1,/3,...,fi+ of K over k we define the k-linear map s: K-+ k by s(l) = 1, 
s(p)= . . . =s(y-’ ) = 0. From the well-known formulas for s*(l), s*@) [ 6, 
Chap. 7, (1.6), (1.7)] we obtain our assertion. In the case 2 = 0 we have a 
similar result, which we state separated. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let k be afield of characteristic 2, K = k(a) an extension 
of degree n, and let s: K + k be the k-linear map given by s( 1) = 1, 
s(a) = .a- = s(a “-‘)=O.LetN:K-+kbethenormmapandS:K+kbethe 
trace map. Then we have 
s*[l,a]~(N(a))[l,S(a)] I (n- 1)X IH, 
where IH is the hyperbolic plane [ 1, 01. In particular A(s,[ 1, a]) = 
S(a) mod p(k). 
Proof: We set V = Ke @ Kf with q(e) = 1, q(f) = a, b,(e, f) = 1. Hence 
{e, ae ,..., a”-‘e,f, af ,..., a”-‘f } is a k-basis of V and for S = s 0 q we have 
q(aie) = s(a2’), q(aY) = s(a 2i+ ‘), b,-(a’e, acif) = s(ai+j). Therefore the 
subspace U of V, generated by {a’e, a’f, 1 < 2i < n - 1, 0 < 2j < n - 2}, is 
totally isotropic, and its dimension is n - 1. An easy computation shows 
~c(aI("-lMZl+le a , l(n-2v21t y-)1 
and 
(a [(n-‘)12]+1e, a[(“-lM21t tf) g @(a))[ 1, S(a)]. 
It follows s.+ v z (N(a))[ 1, s(a)] _L V,,, where U G V,, and dim V, = 2 dim U. 
Since u is totally isotropic, we get V, z (n - 1) X IH, proving the lemma and 
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therefore (2.3), too. Using the notation of (2.2) let (V, q) be the quadratic 
space s,(K, n) associated to the I-symmetric irreducible and separable 
polynomial f(X). Then the k-linear isomorphism D : K r K, o(z) = oz for all 
z E K, is a A-similarity whose characteristic polynomial is f(X). NOW we 
want to prove the converse. 
Let (V, q) be quadratic space over k of dimension n = 2m. Let u E Z(V) 
be a similarity of (V, q) of norm A, which is proper if 2 # 0. We shall assume 
that the characteristic polynomial P,(X) of c is irreducible and separable. In 
particular it follows that V is a cyclic space with respect to 0, and we can 
find an anisotropic vector e E V such that {e, u(e),..., a”- ‘(e) 1 is a basis of V 
over k. Scaling (V, q) by q(e), we may assume q(e) = 1. In this basis the 
quadratic form q is completely determined by the elements pi = b,(e, a’(e)), 
1 ,< i < n - 1, because q(a’(e)) = A’, b&a’(e), s’(e)) = Abj-, for all 0 < i <j < 
n - 1 ho = 2). Let K = k[X]/(P,(X)) = k[x] be the field defined by P,(X) 
and L = k(x + Ax-‘) be the fixed field of the involution of K given by 
x+Ax-‘. Since the elements (1, x + Ax-‘,..., xmP1 + A”-lx-(“-I)} are a 
basis of L, we may define a k-linear form s: L + k by s(l) = 1, 
s(x~+~‘x-‘)=~~, 1 <i<m- 1. Considering the norm map n:K+L, 
which defines the quadratic space (K, n) over L, we obtain the transfer 
s,(K, n) = (K. s 0 n) over k. 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over k which 
represents 1 and of dimension 2m. Let u E Z(V) be a similarity of (V, q) of 
norm A which is proper l$ 2 # 0, and whose characteristic polynomial is 
separable and irreducible. Then with the above notations it holds that 
(K q) z s&C n). 
This result follows immediately from 
(2.9) LEMMA. With the above notations we have 
s(xi + A’x-i) = ,ui for 1,<i<2m-1. 
Proof of (2.8). We define the k-linear isomorphism a : K 2 V, a(1) = e, 
a(~‘) = u’(e), 1 < I < 2m - 1. 
Now for any 0 < i ,< 2m - 1 we have s*n(x’) = s(n(x’)) = A’= q(a’(e)) 
and for any 0 < i < j < 2m - 1, using (2.9) we get 
b,*,(xi, x’) = s(b,(x’, x’) 
= s(xiljx-j + Aix-ii) 
= lbjpi 
= b&a’(e), o’(e)) 
proving a : s,(K, n) z (V, q). 
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Proof of (2.9). Since P,,(X) is A-symmetric of degree 2m, we have 
P,(X) = X2m + a,x*- + ... +a,X”+la,~,X”-‘+ a** +zY21X+~m 
with some a, ,..., a, E k. First we shall prove that the elements ,D,,,,...,P~,,~, 
depend linearly of 1, ,U ,,..., ,u,,-, with coefficients depending only on 1, 
a, ,..., a,. To this end we use the relations 
c?(e) = -(l*e t ;Im~‘ulo(e) t a-- t u,oZm-l(e)) (2.9) 
and, for all 1 < i < m, 
lZrn = q(02m(e)), L’j12,-i = b,(a’(e), 02m(e)) (2.10) 
from which we obtain 
P2m+i +alP2,-, + ... +a,-2k+l +a,-l~u,=b2,-l~ 
P*m-2 + ... t am-3,b+, + a,-,&,, = b2m-2y 
(2.11) 
P mtl +a,Pm=brn+,, 
p,=b,,,, 
where 
b Zrn-, = -(nm-‘pl + 2Am-1a, t P*a*,Ll, t ..’ t a,&~,), 
b 2mp2 = -(lmm2p2 t Am-*a,pl t 2Am-*a2 + Am-3a3,ul t ... t a,- ,,um- ,), 
b mtl =-(~~,~,t~al~u,~,+~~~t2~a,~,ta,~,t~~~ +a,clmp,), 
b, = -(alp,,-, t ... t a,-,fi, + a,). 
Thus, starting with the relation 
we can solve successively Eqs. (2.11) for ,u,,,+ , ,...,P*~- r, proving our 
assertion. Lemma (2.9) will follow if we show that the linear dependence of 
xl + tl’x- I, m < l< 2m - 1, on 1, x + Ax-‘,..., x”-’ f ,Im-lxP(m-l) is the 
same as the dependence of ~1~ on 1, ,~r,...,,u,,-, . To see this we start with the 
equation of x, and dividing it by x”, we get 
Xm+~mX-m+al(Xm-* +Am-*X-(m-I))+ . . . 
+a,~,(x+~x-')ta,=0, 
which is the same relation between ,u,,,, ,u, -,,..., ,u, (see (2.11)). Now 
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multiplying the above relation by x and Ax-’ and adding the resulting 
relations we obtain 
X ??I+’ +A 
m+lX-Cm+11 +a,(xm +~mX-m) +a2(xm-L +~m-lX-(m-l)) 
+ .*. +a,~,(x2+~2X-2)+a,(x+~x-‘)+2Az,~., 
+ . . . +/qx”-’ +p-‘X-(m-‘))=o 
which is the same relation which holds between ,D,,,+, , ,u,, pm- 1 ,***, ,~i. 
Continuing this procedure we deduce by induction that the linear dependence 
of x’+A’x-’ (m<1<2m- 1) on 1, x’+I’x-’ (1 <i,<m-- 1) is the same 
as the dependence of ,u, (m < I< 2m - 1) on 1, ,D, ,..., ,u,,.- 1. This proves 
(2.9). 
Summing up the above results, we get: Let f(X) be a A-symmetric 
polynomial over k which is separable and irreducible. Let K = 
klX]/(f(X)) = k[x] and L = k(x + Ax-‘) be the corresponding fields and 
n: K + L the norm map. Then the quadratic forms over k which admit a 
similarity u with P,(X) =f(X) are exactly the quadratic forms 
where s : L -+ k runs over all non trivial k-linear forms. Thus it would be 
desirable to find the relation between two k-linear forms s, t: L -+ k with 
s*(K,n)rt,(K,n). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 
Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over the field k of dimension 2m. Let 
(T E Z(V) be a similarity with norm A, which is proper if 2 # 0, and whose 
characteristic polynomial P,(X) is separable. Since P,(X) is A-symmetric we 
obtain P,(X) = ny=, (X -pi) ny= 1 (X - ,@; ‘) for some distinct eigen- 
values pu, ,..., ,um of 6. In particular 2”’ cannot be an eigenvalue of o (because 
P, is separable). Hence P,(A”*) # 0. Letf,(X),..., f,(X) be the distinct manic 
irreductible factors of P,(X) in k[X], i.e., P,(X) = nr=, fi(X). The 
corresponding primary decomposition of V is I’= Vf, 0 a.. 0 V, with 
Vf= {x E V 1 f(~)~(x) = 0 for some N > 1 }. Of course, if f(X) ‘is an 
irreducible factor of P,(X) then f*(X) is an irreducible factor of P,(X), too. 
Now we have (see [7, 81) 
(3.1) LEMMA. Letf(X), g(X) be two (manic) irreducible factor ofP,(X). 
Then 
(i) Iff f g*, V, is orthogonal to V,, 
(ii) Iff # f *, V, is totally isotropic and V,@ Vr is a hyperbolic space. 
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Proox Part (i) follows immediately from the relation bg(x, f(~)~(y)) = 
b,(folu- ‘>YX>~ Y> f or all x, y E V, since the linear map x + f(Aa~‘)(x) 
induces an automorphism V g 5 V, if f # g*. In particular we get Vr 5 Vf if 
f f f *, proving part (ii) in the case 2 # 0. It remains to prove (ii) in the case 
2 = 0, i.e., we must show that every x E Vr is isotropic. For any x E V, we 
have f(a)“(x) = 0 for some N > 1. We set j(X)” = 6, + b, X + . . . + b,X”, 
so that b,x + b,a(x) + ... + b,waM(x) = 0. Since V,C I’f’ and a’(x) E V, for 
all i > 0, we deduce 
that is, 
0 = q(f(u)“(x)) = (b; + b;,l + . . . + b;A”) q(x), 
f(n”‘)‘“q(x) = 0. 
But since P,JA1’2) # 0 and f(X) 1 P,(X), we have j”(JL”‘) # 0, and therefore 
q(x) = 0. Hence V, is totally isotropic and V,@ V, is hyperbolic. 
Now we conclude the proof of (1.2). From (3.1) we obtain the orthogonal 
decomposition 
corresponding to 
pm = n “fm f *m n f (a- 
f#f’ f=f’ 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Using the fact that D(f) = Ddf*), and in consequence (see (1.1)) 
D(ff *) = 0 in d(k) if f # f *, we conclude from (3.2) and (3.3) 
d(V)= n d(Vf) if 220 
f=f’ 
= tl] d(V,) if 2 = 0, 
f=f’ 
(3.4) 
w,(a) = n WfW)) if 220 
f=f’ (3.5) 
= 1 Nf(J3) if 2 = 0. 
f=f 
Since the similarity u of V is compatible with the decomposition (3.2) and 
for every f = f * the characteristic polynomial of u 1 Vf is f (X), we see from 
(3.4) and (3.5) that it suffices to prove D(f(X)) = d(Vf) for f = f *, i.e. we 
are reduced to the case where P,(X) is irreducible and separable. But this is 
an immediate consequence of (2.2) and (2.8). This concludes the proof of 
(1.2). 
We now give an application of the above result. Let p be any prime 
number and F,, be the field with pe elements. Let f(X) E F,,[X] be a 
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separable polynomial of degree n which is the product of r distinct 
irreducible factors. Then a theorem of Stickelberger states (see [9, 10, 41 for 
the case p = 2) that n = I (mod 2) iff D(J) = 0 in d(k). 
We use this fact to prove the following result (the corresponding version 
for automorphisms in the case p # 2 was communicated to me by D. 
Shapiro). 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let (V, q) be a quadratic space over F, of even 
dimension with A(V) = 0. Then the characteristic polynomial P,(X) of any 
simi1arit.y a E Z(V), which is proper ifp # 2, is reducible. 
Proof Since F,, is perfect we may assume that P,(X) is separable. From 
(1.2) we have D(P,(X)) = A(V) = 0 in A(k), so that n = r (mod 2), where 
n = dim V = O(2) and r is the number of distinct irreducible factors of P(X). 
Thus r = O(2) and in particular r is even and r > 2. 
Finally let us use (3.2) and (3.3) to give a more general version of (2.8). If 
P(X) E k[X] is a manic I-symmetric separable polynomial (A E k*) we 
consider the separable k-algebra K = k[X]/(P(X)) = k[x] with the involution 
X = Ax- * and fixed subalgebra L = k(x + Ax-‘). The norm map n : K + L 
defines a nonsingular quadratic form (K, n) over the ring L, since the deter- 
minant of (K, n) z [ l,A/((x +Axx-I)‘)] is ((x2 -1)/(x’ +A))’ a unit of L. 
Every trace map s : L + k of the Frobenius extension L/k [3, Chap. I] defines 
a nonsingular quadratic form s,(K, n) over k. Then with the above notations 
we have. 
(3.7) THEOREM. The quadratic forms over k which admit a similarity IS 
with characteristic polynomial P,(X) = P(X) are precisely the forms 
where s runs over all trace maps L + k of the extension L/k. 
ProoJ If f (X) is any manic irreducible polynomial over k we denote by 
Kf the field k[X]/(f(X)) = k[x,] (xf= image of X). The decomposition 
P(X) = n,,, f(X) f*(x) &+r* f(X) m irreducible factors induces the 
isomorphism K z nzf* (Kf x K,,) x J&Y K,, so that the involution of K 
is defined by (g(x,>, h(x,,)) = (h(x,), g(xf.)) on K, x K,, df # f *) and by 
Ff = Ax,- ’ on K, for f =f*. This implies L ?z m+,* k((x,, x,*)) X 
nfzP k(x, + AxF’) and the norm map nf: Kf x Kp + k((x,, xr*)) (f # f *) is 
the hyperbolic plane over k((x,, xr*)). Hence 
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Therefore from (2.8) and (3.2) we obtain the desired result, because any 
trace map s : L + k is the product of trace maps sr: k((x,, xf*)) -+ k (f# f*) 
and s,: k(x, + Ax; ‘) -+ k (f = f *) and conversely. 
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